VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE
FRAUD EMAIL PAYMENTS

Dear customers, we are facing a very serious problem regarding fake Ugo Basile order confirmations telling You different Banking coordinate.
You may risk to transfer money to others in state of transfer money to Ugo Basile Bank account and loose Your money.

Please follow the following instructions and be sure all Your employees involved in money transfer, pay maximum attention on:

First:
Ugo Basile has ONLY ITALIAN Banks account No bank account outside Italy.
If You receive instructions to pay money to a non Italian Banks account it is a fraud.
Do not send money intended to Ugo Basile company to Bank outside Italy.

Our official and unique Bank coordinate are the follows:
Bank: Intesa San Paolo
Account number: 10500
IT79M0306950250100000010500
BIC/SWIFT: BCITITMM

UGO BASILE HAS NOT THE INTENTION TO CHANGE BANK DETAILS
USE ONLY THE ABOVE BANK DETAILS

Second:
During email messages between Ugo Basile and You, please pay maximum attention on the entire email sender address.
Our email addresses are name.familyname@ugobasile.com if You are receiving emails messages from raffaella.sartori@ugobasaile.com is a fake address or from raffaella.sartori@gmx.se it is a fake message; all senders addresses having a domain different from @ugobasile.com it is a fake.
Ugo Basile unique domain is ugobasile.com no others.

In case of any doubt, please, before sending any money make phone call/whatsup/SMS to us at the number: 0039 335 21 07 35 (Mr. Mauro Uboldi)
or send us a FAX at the number: 0039 0332 745488

Third:
In the case You incur in this kind of fraud, and transfer money to others in state of sending to Ugo Basile company, You need to know that Ugo Basile it is not responsible about the wrong payment. Ugo Basile company in this case will need to be fully paid before sending the products to You.
When transferring money, please ensure that Your Bank checks the exact correspondence between Bank account numbers and our company name, Ugo Basile SRL Italy.

Thanks for kind cooperation.